Digital Mortgage Platform Maxwell
Announces Strategic Partnership and
Bi-directional Integration with
Integra’s EPIC Loan Origination System
DENVER, Colo., Sept. 19, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Digital mortgage
platform provider Maxwell announced their strategic partnership with Integra
to offer seamless, bi-directional integration with Integra’s EPIC Loan
Origination System.

Maxwell is announced as the preferred partner for Integra, and this
blossoming partnership is tightly focused on providing an innovative Digital
Mortgage Platform-LOS integration with features not previously seen in any
other integration in the industry.
“As we collaborated with Maxwell to build this integration, we were committed
to creating an integration that surpassed others of its kind in both quality
and functionality,” said Mike Picker, VP of Sales at Integra. “Our
partnership with Maxwell is a game-changer for the countless lenders who use
Integra every day to make their borrowers’ dreams of homeownership a

reality.”
The bi-directional integration between Maxwell and Integra enables lenders to
send loan applications, synchronize borrower documents and trigger status
notifications to borrowers and real estate agents without ever leaving
Maxwell.
“We saw a prescient need in the industry for an intuitive, bi-directional POS
integration with Integra’s LOS and we’re thrilled to partner with them to
bring this vital integration to market,” said Lindsay Hunt, Head of Product
at Maxwell. “We’ve worked tirelessly to build a strong partnership so we can
provide something efficient and beautiful to fill that void and empower
lenders that rely on Integra to streamline their process and focus on the
relationships at the core of the mortgage experience.”
Recently named a winner of HW’s Tech 100 for the third straight year, on the
heels of receiving Progress in Lending’s Innovation Award, Maxwell leverages
proprietary algorithms built on its network of data providers across loans to
enable lenders to accelerate the mortgage lending process from application to
underwriting. This allows loan officers to focus on the human relationship at
the center of the mortgage journey. Today, hundreds of lenders across the
United States use Maxwell to originate nearly $2 billion in mortgage loans
each month at a closing rate 45 percent faster than the national average.
About Maxwell:
Maxwell empowers mortgage lenders to be more connected, productive and
successful by intelligently automating their workflow with homebuyers and
real estate agents. The platform is used by hundreds of mortgage lenders,
banks and credit unions nationwide to serve their customers. Founded in 2015,
Maxwell is a member of the Mortgage Bankers Association and is proud to be
built in Denver, Colorado.
Connect with Maxwell:
– https://himaxwell.com/
– https://www.facebook.com/maxwellHQ
– https://twitter.com/ilovemaxwell
About Integra:
Established in 1996 and headquartered in Franklin, Tennessee, INTEGRA
Software offers a powerful, web-based loan origination solution, EPIC, to
address challenges within Mortgage Lending for retail, wholesale and
correspondent lenders. EPIC spans point-of-sale to post-closing and secondary
market for lenders interested in efficiencies gained by automating every step
of the mortgage loan workflow. For more information about INTEGRA Software
Contact: (877) 253-7779, sales@integra-online.com or by
visiting https://integraloantech.com/.
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